
Day 1 - Schiehallion 
En-route to Inverbroom Lodge 



Preparations for the walk 
Already the weather looks good 



At the summit 
Rory: “Is that it?” 



Our humble abode 
The sun was so strong it appeared in this photograph 



Day 2 – Up the Fannichs 
Setting off – Grant pauses for a photo whilst the others 

get ready 



At the base of the hill 
Does anyone know where to go? 



Well on our way 
Tony puts his dark shades on to protect his eyes from 

Dougie’s bright shirt 



Jim surveys the climb ahead 
“No-one told me it was this high” 



Grant toddles along 
“there’s a nice piece of grass, and another one” 



Adrian the thinker 
“I think this mars bar is very tasty” 



Summit 1 
Tony laughs as his hat is dive-bombed by a flock of birds and he 

finds himself in the middle of a Bay City Rollers convention  



Summit 1 
Put your hands up if you’re happy to have reached the top 



Summit 1 
That’s it  



Summit 4 
Scary bloke attacks the camera  



Day 3 – The great wilderness walk 
The Fisherfield six (or five depending on definition)  



Chris with a proper camera 
And a fishing jacket?  



Martin Reid 
And his pluke hat 



Rory Windrim 
Contemplates the next climb 



Its pirates day on the hill 
Dougie and Tony battle it out but John in the background as cabin 

boy Jim may steal the show 



I’m a lonely pirate on the hill 
Tony contemplates the next swash and buckle 



Richard and Jim 
“Richard.  I may be fed up.” 



Richard 
“For these are my mountains, and….” 



Looks like a summit 
“Does anyone know where to go from here?” 



On the ridge 
“One down, five to go” 



Summit 2 
“I,ve found an old man”… said Grant 



Summit 3 
Two little boys had two little toys… 



The bivvy site 
We fortunately found and old peat hag on which to bed down 



Summit 4 – Day 4 
At 7am, spirits are subdued 



The tennis court pinnacle 
No one had the balls for a game 



Day 5 – Rest day 
Life is tough for the hardy hill-climbers 



Dinner time 
Evenings were spent in rigorous theological debate 



Day 6 – Ben Dearg 
Dougie finally lost it and started to climb mountains in a tea towel 



Richard at your Service 
Ignoring the bird dropping on his nose, Richard fits his “I’ve seen 

bird close up” badge to his twitcher’s hat. 



The Ben Dearg starvation wall 
I will make you living stones 



The Ben Dearg Summit 
Thinking himself all alone, Dougie tries to start a fire with his 

magnifying glass 



Ben Dearg  from Summit 2 
The WGNC dancing school takes to the hills 



Day 7 – Am Faochagach 
“The most boring Munro in Scotland” – Martin Reid 



Setting off  
Big Jim concentrates on his back-pack hookah whilst his invisible 

friend slips in between him and Donald 



Hats on parade  
Lunch with a Ben Dearg view 



Summit   
The flag of Am Faochagach 


